SAFETY INDUCTION
QUESTIONNAIRE
NAME:

DATE:

COMPANY:

1. When working on any NT Airport’s site, a Contractor has a duty to:
A
B
C
D

take reasonable care of their own health and safety and those around them
take reasonable care that their acts or omissions do not adversely affect the health and
safety of others.
ensure they do not share their lunch with anyone
Both A and B

2. Northern Territory Airports has a:
A
B
C
D

no eating policy
no smoking policy
no wrestling policy
no music policy

3. NT Airports believe that:
A
B
C
D

injuries are preventable
Everyone is responsible for safety
working safely is a condition of work
A, B and C

4. To ensure safety standards are met, all contractors must:
A
B
C
D

always wear appropriate PPE
report and investigate all accidents, incidents and near misses
report any situations that may constitute a hazard
A, B and C

5. How many “Cardinal Rules” apply to contractors on NT Airport sites:
A
B
C
D

9
4
5
6

6. Which one of the following IS NOT a cardinal rule?
A
B
C
D

All PPE rules must be adhered to at all times &all PPE used must be applicable to the
task to be undertaken
No person may work if under the influence of drugs or alcohol
All injuries must be reported
Any injury that only requires a band aid does not need to be reported.

7. What are the 3 areas of an airport?
A
B
C
D

Airside, landside, downside
Airstrip, terminal, bistro
Smoking area, non-smoking area, taxi rank
Airside, landside, terminal

8. Which of these are reportable incidents?:
A
B
C
D

The death of a person
A serious injury or illness of a person
A dangerous incident, such as electric shock or explosion
A, B and C

9. All contractors MUST:
A
B
C
D

sign the contractor’s log prior to commencing work
submit work method statements or job safety analysis where requested
be inducted prior to commencing work
A, B and C

10. Smoking is permitted:
A
B
C
D

anywhere outside the terminal
anywhere, as long as you are in a car
on the roof
only within designated Smoking areas or where a “Smoking Area” sign is displayed.
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